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Before:  HAWKINS, TASHIMA, and GRABER, Circuit Judges.

Appellants seek a declaration that they are entitled to recover based on the

combined, or “stacked,” liability coverage limits for all three motor vehicles Appellee

insured under Storrs M. Bishop III’s insurance policy (the “Policy”).  Appellee filed

a counterclaim for declaratory relief, and both parties moved for summary judgment. 

Appellants now appeal the adverse grant of summary judgment in Appellee’s favor. 

We have jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291 and affirm.

1. Under Montana law, the starting point for an analysis regarding stacking

of motor vehicle liability coverage is Montana Code Annotated section 33-23-203,

which “defers to the provisions of the subject policy.”   Cross v. Warren, 435 P.3d

1202, 1207 (Mont. 2019).  Here, the Policy’s anti-stacking provisions are identical to

those the Montana Supreme Court recently found to “specifically and unambiguously”

foreclose stacking in Cross.  See id. 1207–08.  Because “public policy considerations

do not require judicial voiding” of anti-stacking provisions as applied to liability
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coverage, those provisions must be enforced.  Id. at 1209.  Thus, Appellants are not

entitled to stacked liability coverage.1

2. Appellant’s motion for judicial notice [Dkt. #22] is granted.

AFFIRMED.

1Appellants’ acquisition of an assignment of rights under the Policy is irrelevant
because the assignment does not make the liability coverage they seek “personal and
portable,” and thus does not require judicial voiding of the otherwise unambiguous
anti-stacking provisions.  See id. at 1209 (holding that “liability coverage is tied to a
particular vehicle’s use and is not personal and portable); see also id. at 1212 n.1
(McKinnon, J., concurring) (recognizing that liability coverage “does not become
personal or portable through an assignment”).
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